Leadership conference to include past leaders

By SCOTT BEARBY
Assistant News Editor

The Hall Presidents Council opened their meeting last night, contrary to efforts last year which would have reorganized the body.

The Council heard from Student Body Vice President Diane Lawrence and student government member Bruce Lohman about an upcoming student government leadership conference. The participants will include many alumni who served as student leaders during their college days.

The conference, explained Lawrence, is scheduled to be held throughout the campus on Oct. 11-13.

Over the summer, Lawrence, Lohman, and Student Body President Bill Healy began contacting past student body presidents, judicial coordinators, HPC, chairmen, Observer editors, and other leaders in order to see if they would be willing to take part in discussions about student leadership and residence life.

Lohman, who is serving as co-chairman of the conference, said two main topics, residentiality and "avances of student leadership," will be discussed.

The sessions will be filled with old stories from the alumni and help current student leaders on developing concrete proposals for the administration, he added.

Meetings will be held on all parts of the campus and in some residence halls in order to make it more convenient for students to attend. Sessions will be open to any interested students, according to Lohman.

In other business, Dillon Hall President John Hustman asked the hall presidents if their halls would be willing to help reimburse Dillon for an open air concert they financed for students.

The concert before asking the halls to help finance the concert, but felt throughout the campus on Oct. 11-13, Lawrence.

The conference, explained Lawrence, is scheduled to be held throughout the campus on Oct. 11-13.

Law Building addition will contain offices, classrooms, courtroom, more library space

By KATHY CEPERICH
News Staff

The addition to the Notre Dame Law School will expand its facilities by adding a new library wing, a student courtroom and additional classrooms and offices.

The new library space will provide students and faculty with additional research materials.

The present facility is a good working library for teaching efforts, but the new facilities will encourage scholarly production, explained Law School Dean David Link.

The expanded library will enable faculty to do research here that they would otherwise have to do at other institutions, he said. A computer will provide direct access to other libraries, allowing almost limitless research capacity without leaving the campus Link added.

A courtroom was designed to replace the old courtroom and the new courtroom will be equipped with some of the most modern courtroom presentation apparatus, such as video machines and other audio-visual equipment. This will allow students to conduct mock trials in preparation for actual court appearance, Link said.

Additional microfilm and videodisc equipment, and a telecommunication system will be added at a later date, Link said.

Construction began this summer and is expected to be completed by July 1, 1986. The addition will copy the Neo-Gothic architecture of the existing structure.
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U.S. welcomes Soviet attempt at better relations

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The White House said yesterday that Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's charge that the United States is setting up a confrontation at the November summit, yesterday and chose instead to welcome his pledge to propose concessions.

President Reagan, Speakers said, is preparing to meet the Soviets halfway in an effort to solve problems.

Meanwhile, a delegation of U.S. senators who met with Gorbachev in Moscow yesterday said the Soviet leader told them he is ready to make radical offers to reduce nuclear arsenals and may not oppose basic U.S. research on space-based military systems - the so-called "Star Wars" program.
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A Holy Cross Junior College student was injured Saturday afternoon in an accident as the intersection of Juniper Rd. and Edison. Thomas Lewis, 18, of 1102 Portage, was riding his motorcycle northbound on Juniper when he apparently failed to obey the stop sign at Edison, according to Glenn Terry, director of Notre Dame security. He struck a car driven by Carl Germain, of 1942 E. Donald St., which was westerbound on Edison. Terry said. Lewis was taken to St. Joseph’s Medical Center where he is in stable condition with multiple abrasions, a hospital spokesperson said. - The Observer

A fireman dropped a smoke bomb into the lockers of two other firemen that he suspected of shaving off one of his eyebrows as he slept. The smoke bomb sparked a fire on Aug. 23 in the Evanville, Ind., firehouse that destroyed some clothing and other belongings in the lockers. Two firemen were given reprimands for the incident and Capt. Jeff Austin was suspended for five days and placed on a year's probation after admitting he had dropped the smoke bomb. –AP

Teachers at Concord High School said goodbye yesterday to their colleague, Christa McAuliffe, who begins training next week for a flight in January aboard the space shuttle Challenger, flight 37, which was chosen in July from more than 10,000 teachers across the country to be the first teacher in space. The economics and history teacher said the space program wanted her to begin training Sept. 1, but, she said, “I can't do it. I've got to go to school, for the annual faculty meeting.” –AP

Kokomo AIDS victim Ryan White, who was denied permission to attend classes by school officials last month in Kokomo, was hospitalized Thursday. The 13-year-old was in “satisfactory and stable condition,” after being admitted on Monday, said Rena Brown, of the public relations department at Riley Hospital for Children. White, a hemophiliac, contracted the disease from blood products, doctors have said. White has participated in classes so far this school year via a telephone connection from his home about five miles from Western Middle School. –AP

In Brief

Mutual respect, understanding to result from Five Points party

Dan McCullough

News Editor

Every since Father Sorin built the first log cabin and called it his college, students have been leaving campus in the eternal search for kicks.

Today, huge tribes of students migrate from campus every weekend looking for that exclusive off-campus party, or to stop in for a beer or two at one of the local taverns.

A number of theories can explain why students are so anxious to leave campus for awhile - such as the rampant alcohol policy, the strict regulations of Dulu, or even a natural desire for independence. But the end result is a lot of fun for the students, a lot of worry for the administration, and a lot of sleepless nights for the neighbors.

The growing prominence of off-campus parties, for the socialization of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students, has not done a lot for community relations, especially since raids and arrests have become almost a weekly occurrence.

Perhaps this tension came to a peak in the recent past when the infamous “death marches” were traditional. During the weekend of the final football home game, seniors from Notre Dame would march from campus to the taverns in the Five Points area and beyond.

The purpose of the death march was to literally run the “beer off your doorstep.” And that's exactly what most of the seniors did. Not only drunkenness, but vandalism, rowdiness, and often violence were the highlights of the event.

The death march was eliminated three years ago and replaced with the annual block party, where seniors are joined by area residents under the double diamond of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

This change in activities of the final football weekend did a lot to quell the hostility between the students and the residents of the Northeast Neighborhood. But students walking from Five Points or along Corby Street are often surprised to find that students from Notre Dame and Saint Mary's still are not among the residents' favorite people.

This is perhaps only natural. The resentment that the residents of the Northeast Neighborhood seem to express is not unfounded. Students driving home from the bars or gaming in bars at the Great American Hotel or Dog Stand seldom realize that some of the people trying to sleep nearby have to get up for work in the morning.

But while the dormitory's on-campus hostility and resentment situation has improved and is continuing to get better, specifically, the neighbors have invited the students to join them this weekend for a party at Five Points.

According to the festival planners, the party will enable the student and residents to get together in a context of fun and games, rather than hostility and confrontation.

The party is the second annual Northeast Fall Festival. It will be held this Sunday at the Goodwill Plaza, at the intersection of Corby and Eddy streets from noon until 7 p.m.

Neighbors and students will come together over food, games, beer and fun. The festival will be the perfect opportunity for residents and students to meet each other, and hopefully discover that people really are the same, whether they live under the golden dome, or at the Five Points.

Among other things featured at the festival will be a dunk tank, which will have celebrities from both South Bend and Notre Dame riskimg being dunked. Also, the Goodwill discount store will be open with 50 percent off all prices, and residents will be holding a rummage sale.

The Clay Township Fire Department will have their newest fire truck on hand and will talk to people about fire safety. Also, the police department will have representatives at the festival to talk about relations between the department, the community and the school.

South Bend Chief of Police Charles Hurley has even volunteered to sit in the dunk tank. Also, a special license has been procured to open a beer tent at the festival. The supplies will probably be only beer available in the area which is otherwise dry on Sundays.

Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students are being given the opportunity to get to know some of the people in the Northeast Neighborhood as something more than just a threat to their safety or to their fun.

The neighbors have made the effort by inviting the students to their party. It now is up to the students to show up and prove that students and the residents really can coexist in peace and understanding - and in mutual respect.

---

Weather

Sweat it out, literally, today, as temperatures will continue to take a few brains. Partly cloudy and warm today with a 20 percent chance of showers mainly in the afternoon.

High in the low to mid 80s. Mostly cloudy and mild with a 40 percent chance of thunderstorms tonight. Low in the upper 60s to around 70. Partly sunny and continued warm tomorrow with a 30 percent chance of showers. High in the low 80s. –AP
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Welcome Back COTH majors!
Starting over

"The place which used to be the fieldhouse mall which used to be the fieldhouse" underwent even more changes early this week, making way for a memorial to the Notre Dame alumni who died in World War II. Rumors that the fenced-in area would be used as a "petting zoo" as well have not been confirmed.

Shuttle mission ends 'near-perfect'

Associated Press

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. - Early yesterday morning, space shuttle Discovery's triumphant astronauts landed safely, completing a "near-perfect" repair mission in space that revived a brightening sunrise sky and gave new life to Edwards' "the fieldhouse" underwent even more changes early this week, making way for a memorial to the Notre Dame alumni who died in Vietnam.

Astronauts on board were Mission commander Joe Engle and pilot Dick Covey guided the 100-ton craft to a flawless landing down the centerline on the dry lakebed runway, ending a week-long, 2.9 million-mile voyage. "Eddie (Edwards) looks beautiful," said Engle, a former test pilot who once flew airplanes at the desert test flight center.

"Welcome home, Joe, and congratulations to the whole crew," said Mission Control.

Jesse Moore, director of NASA's space shuttle program, said he was delighted with the mission that included the "jump-start" salvage of the Syncom 3 satellite and the successful launch of three other satellites.

"If Syncom 3 works when it is fired toward a higher orbit next month, it will become the first commercial satellite salvaged in space. An earlier astronaut crew repaired and relaunched Solar Max, a science satellite. Two broken commercial satellites have been returned to Earth for repairs."

"I have to characterize this as a near-perfect mission," said Moore at a post-landing news conference.

Center will integrate liberal arts, sciences

By MARY REYNOLDS

Within the next year, a new center integrating the liberal arts and sciences will be established at Notre Dame, according to Provost Timothy O'Meara.

The John J. Reilly Center for Science, Technology and Values will attempt to integrate the liberal arts and sciences, said center co-director Vaughn McKim.

Established by University alumnus John D. Reilly in memory of his father, the center will attempt "to bring under one roof interests that are interdisciplinary and relevant to all areas of study," said McKim.

McKim and fellow Philosophy Department professor Fr. Ernan McMullin will supervise development and operation of the center's programs, which will involve faculty members from several departments.

The center will be located on the third floor of O'Shaughnessy Hall and according to McKim, will have several roles. One will be to oversee the graduate program for history and philosophy of science.

In addition, the center will be responsible for creating an under-graduate Science, Technology and Values concentration which will begin next semester.

Although the concentration will only be available within the College of Arts and Letters, McKim said individual courses will be open to students in all colleges.

Another primary role of the center will consist of overseeing the five-year Arts and Letters/Engineering program. New courses will be added to the program as well as opportunities for new scholarships, said McKim.

More personalized counseling for students in the program "will help provide an identity for the program and give it more cohesiveness," said McKim. Under consideration is a foreign study program within the five-year curriculum.

In the future, the center also "hopes to encourage faculty research and will sponsor speakers and conferences," McKim added.

Ten hurt after landing

Associated Press

ABILENE, Texas - An American Airlines jumbo jet carrying 190 people made an emergency landing yesterday when a warning light showed there was no fire engine, authorities said.

An initial report showed there was no fire engine, though another reported that there was.

Thirty-two people sought medical treatment after sliding down emergency chutes, and 10 required treatment.

Flight 436, a DC-10 carrying 177 passengers and 15 crew members, had taken off 20 miles east to Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport when it landed at Dyess Air Force Base shortly after noon, airline spokesman John Houtard said.

Think Before You Drink Before You Drive

Sunshine Promotions Present

RENT BY SEMESTER

$70/semester

$50/semester

Friday, September 6
8:00 p.m.
Morris Civic Auditorium

Tickets available at the Century Circle Box Office, Night Winds (Niles and Mcllhanes), J.B.'s (441 Porte) and Ben's (Rinker).

...Don't miss the hottest Guitarfest on tour!!!
Darden gets late stay; execution will wait

Associated Press

STARKE, Fla. - Convicted murderers Willie Darden won a stay of execution from the U.S. Supreme Court late last night, hours before he was to die on Florida's electric chair.

Darden, 52, nicknamed "the sage of death row" by friends and attorneys because he has been on Florida's death row longer than any inmate but one, had been condemned to die at 7 a.m. today, for killing a Lakeland furniture store owner in a 1973 robbery that yielded $15.

The stay was granted by the Supreme Court at one minute to midnight. The same court had denied the petition by Darden's attorneys, Robert Harper, which was based on the premise that there have been changes in the law that should entitle his client to a new sentencing procedure.

Darden had been turned down earlier by federal courts in Atlanta and Tampa and the Florida Supreme Court.

In denying a stay earlier in the evening, Chief Justice Warren Burger pointed out that the issues in Darden's appeal had been considered by federal and state courts and that the Supreme Court has had five prior opportunities to study the issues in his case dating back to 1977.

The Florida Supreme Court denied the petition by Darden's attorney, the 7 a.m. execution was set.

The Florida Supreme Court has had five prior opportunities to study the issues in his case dating back to 1977.

The Florida Supreme Court denied the petition by Darden's attorney, the 7 a.m. execution was set.

Go ahead, hit me

Ed Kelly and other members of the Boxing Club attempt to talk interested Domers into beating-up other people during student activities night at Stupen Center last night. Approximately 100 groups participated in the annual informative event.

HPC continued from page 1

stressed that the halls were not required to reimburse Dillon, but could if they wanted to. Howard agreed the concert was a campus event and that it especially benefited the South Quad.

Off-campus Representative Tom McDonald addressed the group about the problems off-campus residents had in obtaining football ticket applications. He said many students did not receive the information in time and were not told the procedure to follow in order to get the application before tickets were distributed.

Upcoming campus activities were highlighted to the HPC during part of their meeting. Lyons Hall President Joanie Cahill informed the group that Lyons will be hosting a charity volleyball tournament this Saturday.

Any team of six Notre Dame or St. Mary's students are welcome to enter, according to Cahill. Sign-ups will take place today and tomorrow at LaFortune during lunch hour and at both dining halls during dinner. The entry fee will benefit the Logan Center, Cahill added.

Bill Lytle, the HPC representative to the Undergraduate Club, reminded presidents that the club will get into action this Saturday night for a non-alcoholic event at senior frat. The MTV broadcast of the Tommy Shaw concert, held at the ACC last spring, will be shown, Lytle said. "Cold Drinks" will provide live entertainment on Green Field after the broadcast.

Student government cabinet member John Dettling said he and two other student government representatives were part of a University Board of Trustees ad hoc committee dealing with the current South African investment policy. He said serving on the committee was a definite step in more having student involvement in University decisions.

Dettling also offered to speak to any group which is interested in learning more about the turmoil in South Africa. Students here may become more involved as the problems continue in that country, he added.
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Black students in South Africa riot against white rule; mine strike ends

**Associated Press**

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - Students abandoned black schools near Johannesburg and rioted around Cape Town yesterday, one year after bloody rent protests set off a tide of violence against white rule that has cost more than 650 lives.

Police and troops sealed off eight black townships, including the two in which the rent protests began Sept. 3, 1984.

The black National Union of Mineworkers said last night it had "suspected" a two-day-old pay strike against selected gold and coal mines after a gold mine fired 5,000 of its 7,000 workers.

Gold Fields of South Africa said earlier that it was "processing" the workers dismissed from its Delklaid mine, west of Johannesburg. Mine guards and police fired tear gas to drive strikers away from a heavily guarded dormitory block, where management said 1,400 miners who wanted to work took shelter.

In announcing the suspension, the union said it was seeking a court injunction to stop management from sending dismissed miners back to impoverished black homelands.

It said Maritzvale already had sent 300 miners home. There was no immediate comment from the mine management.

The eight sealed townships included Sharpville and Soweto, near the industrial white towns of Vereeniging and Vanderbijl Park, 30 miles south of Johannesburg.

There had been rioting incidents in August, but it was the Sept. 3 protest of rent hikes that may mark the beginning of South Africa's year of black rage against apartheid, the race laws that guarantee supremacy to the white minority.

A black man was shot to death yesterday in the black Eastern Cape township of Port Elizabeth, near East London, when police fired on a crowd during a gasoline bomb attack on a police vehicle, national police headquarters in Pretoria reported.

It also said students demonstrating at the University of the North, in the Lebowa tribal homeland, went "on the rampage." One student was seriously wounded and five were arrested, the report said.

In the huge black city of Soweto, which houses 1.5 million people outside Johannesburg, thousands of high school students left classes and roamed the streets. Residents said the anniversary walkout spread rapidly in a mixture of spontaneity and coercion by militant students.

Grenades disturb poolside party; British tourists 'lucky to be alive'

**Associated Press**

GLYFADA, Greece - A man lobbed a grenade over a hotel hedge into a poolside party of British tourists yesterday, wounding 18 people, police and witnesses reported. The assailant escaped.

A spokesman for the Voula Red Cross Hospital said seven of the wounded, including a 28-year-old woman who was pregnant, were kept overnight and were in stable condition. The others were released after treatment for cuts and puncture wounds caused by flying glass or shrapnel.

A woman called several daily newspapers claiming responsibility in the name of the terrorist group Black September, the threatened to "kill Athens with bombs" unless Greece frees a jailed Palestinian guerrilla who allegedly admitted planning to kill the Jordanian ambassador.

Black September is named for Black September, the anniversary walkout spread rapidly in a mixture of spontaneity and coercion by militant students.
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Modern Catholics should judge self before others

Every time I have attended Mass on Palm Sunday, I have always thought about how abhorrent the Jews were when they crucified my Saviour, Jesus Christ, by nailing Him to a tree. Reading the Passion story in church invokes a strong sense of hate for any person who could have murdered a peace loving man, as was always secured such a waste of humanity.

Kevin Becker

Man’s confusion may be world’s greatest problem

Recently, my seven year old cousin asked me what is the greatest problem in the world? and I realized for the twentieth time that summer was passing too quickly. In fact, my summer was almost over. Unfortunately, the question still remained.

One day at work I turned to my partner and asked him the question. “Gee, Bill, what do you think is the greatest problem in the world?” His answer: “Personal survival - making ends meet, keeping alive, happy and satisfied.” Simple question – simple answer right?

That afternoon I asked another fellow employee the same question. And like the other two, he had an answer for me. He said, “Not having enough money, not having financial security. In three words – my bank account.”

By this time I was quite interested in the responses I had heard. They were fascinating. They were remarkable, and all for the same reason. All three of them asked the question as I had stated it. All three had confused two of the simplest words in the English language. “The” does not equal “My” - “The” world does not necessarily mean just “my world.”

And maybe I was too something. As considering the question, each had failed to bring an objective mindset each thought primarily in terms of himself, and himself alone. Each had confused “our greatest problem” with “my greatest problem.”

Tom Considine

I never forget that bright sunny July day when I was “popped” with the question. All of a sudden, I found myself on a self course with an old high school buddy. We were on the far end of the second hole and my friend had just driven his shot into the brush. Not a bad shot, I reckoned. It just needed a little straightening out. And then, I thought, what the heck. “Jimmy, what is the greatest problem in the world?” He looked at me for a second and then answered quite seriously, “My left hook.” We laughed for a moment and then moved on.

By this time, July had turned into August and I realized for the twentieth time that summer was passing too quickly. In fact, my summer was almost over. Unfortunately, the question still remained.

One day at work I turned to my partner and asked him the question. “Gee, Bill, what do you think is the greatest problem in the world?” His answer: “Personal survival - making ends meet, keeping alive, happy and satisfied.” Simple question – simple answer right?

That afternoon I asked another fellow employee the same question. And like the other two, he had an answer for me. He said, “Not having enough money, not having financial security. In three words – my bank account.”

By this time I was quite interested in the responses I had heard. They were fascinating. They were remarkable, and all for the same reason. All three of them asked the question as I had stated it. All three had confused two of the simplest words in the English language. “The” does not equal “My” - “The” world does not necessarily mean just “my world.”

And maybe I was too something. As considering the question, each had failed to bring an objective mindset each thought primarily in terms of himself, and himself alone. Each had confused “our greatest problem” with “my greatest problem.”

Doonesbury

Today, the crisis is on all the filters - in fact, the filters are still working. But the air is still, and the boiled water is just as bad as before.

Today, the crisis is on all the filters - in fact, the filters are still working. But the air is still, and the boiled water is just as bad as before.

And to think...40 years ago, I promised to be near the things I love in 40 years ago, I promised to be near the things I love...

Doonesbury

How do you know you’re old? If you say to yourself, “You know, it was better in the olden days.”

Doonesbury

I've been checking out the different producers. The biggest producers seem to be best. Maybe I should check with the government...aren't they supposed to keep the consumer informed?

Doonesbury

Today, the crisis is on all the filters - in fact, the filters are still working. But the air is still, and the boiled water is just as bad as before.

Doonesbury

AND...I'M NOT SAYING THAT I'M EVER GONNA BE THE NEAREST THING TO A MARRIED MAN, BUT IF I'M IN 80 IN 50 YEARS AGO, I'M NOT IN 100 YEARS AGO.

PHONY

Garry Trudeau

Quote of the day

“Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm.”

Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882)

Circles
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Fond farewell from a lover who's wearied

Yankovic enjoyed life in the weird lane

Kris Murphy
features writer

Parting with your parents is a sad scene. Mom cries a lot and twists your arm until it's blue. Dad pats you on the back and says nice things like "Don't screw up" and "Don't call us too often, we're not made of money." When they finally leave you get to meet your roommates. They come from places like Massachusetts and Los Angeles. You like your roommates but people are not so lucky. They say "My roommate is a geek and he doesn't use deodorant." That night you meet your RA. He says things like "I wish I was a comedian" and "I didn't say that!" You go to bed smelling ethanol and thinking about your dinner. This means too something but you can figure this one out either.

You wake with the worst breath of the day. Minty Fresh Scope takes care of that and you're off to orientation. You go to Mass and meet a cute girl. This is probably illegal or something but you get her phone number anyway. On the way home from the ACC you and your roommates get lost. The campus didn't look this big on the back of the Notre Dame folder that you bought at the bookstore. You meet other packs of roving freshmen. They are lost too. You can tell because they whisper to each other lost and their heads go around and around on their necks. You talk to them but they won't admit to being lost. You won't either. After 45 minutes you find your hall. You make a pact with your roommates to never get lost again. Ten minutes later you are forced to ask directions to the bathroom because it's not where you thought it was.

You enjoy the food at dinner. This is probably a mistake because most of the upperclassmen are eating Lucky Charms and Captain Crunch. You try to take an apple back to the dorm but a woman at the door smirks and takes it away from you. You don't understand this until a junior tells you that those apples have been there a long time and they are an institution, sort of like the Holy Cross Cabin. In fact, those apples have been there since that cabin was built. That explains why they were so soft. You decide that maybe the upperclassmen are right about the food.

That night you go to Saint Mary's for the first time. The nice lady at the front desk says that you cannot go upstairs yet unless you are related to one of the girls. You proceed to explain how you and your four cousins have travelled many miles to see your dear sister and the nice lady lets you go up. On the stairs you meet other cousins and brothers. You also meet nephews and second cousins. Saint Mary's is just like one big family reunion.

You like Saint Mary's because the girls are cute and they get excited when you come over because you are now a donor. A donor. You have worked hard and waited a long time to become one. This feeling might not last very long, though. When you are an upperclassman you will complain about everything: the food, the snow, the football team, and the administration. You might even forget what made you want to be here so badly. You might forget the mystique that is such a part of this place. But for now you are a freshman. You say things like "Gee, what's that smell?" and "Gosh, is that really Allen Puker?" Savor the moment while it is new.
Sports Briefs

Senior forward Ken Barlow yesterday was named captain of the Notre Dame basketball team for the 1985-86 season. The Irish will begin play against St. Joseph's (Ind.) Nov. 22 at the ACC. - The Observer

The ND/SMC Sailing Club will be meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. on the St. Joseph's Lake dock. Anyone who is interested may attend. - The Observer

The ND Women's Cross Country Club will be meeting for practice today and everyday at 4:30 p.m. at the main circle. Anyone who is interested may attend. For more information, call Mary Jo Attennas 287-1775, Julia at 287-2720, Nancy at 283-4222 or Kathleen at 283-5875. - The Observer

The ND Windsurfing Club will be giving free lessons for new members today at 4 p.m. on St. Joseph's Beach. Anyone interested in force 4 wind and wave jumping is asked to attend. - The Observer

The ND Women's Softball Club will be having an open house and returning fastpitchers today at 5 p.m. in room 409 Farley. Anyone who is unable to attend should call Marilu Farley at 284-4377. - The Observer

The ND/SMC Gymnastics Club will begin practice tomorrow at 6 p.m. at the Atlantic Athletics Center. - The Observer

Classifieds

NOTICES


LOST: 3 keys on coin purse (50 cent pieces, normal looking), Fulfillment Place, have Met Call Paul at 232-4322.


ATTENTION: YOUR NAME AND PHONE NUMBER WANTED ON CROSS COUNTRY ROSTERS Which FAX 284-4387 AND TUESDAY 11AM to 1PM IMPROPERLY MOUNTED/MISPLACED DINING HALL EDC.

ATTENTION: STUDENTS: STUDENTS NEEDED FOR MINDING BEDROOMS AND FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY. RATE 6 EXPENSES-232-4414 FOR APPOINTMENT

WANTED: BRATFORD wanted another three double children, occasional babysitting, preferably in room of residence from College. Call 283-4829.

FOR SALE

ATTENTION: YOUR NAME AND PHONE NUMBER WANTED ON CROSS COUNTRY ROSTERS Which FAX 284-4387 AND TUESDAY 11AM to 1PM IMPROPERLY MOUNTED/MISPLACED DINING HALL EDC.

FOR RENT

APARTMENT FOR RENT PERFECT FOR GRAD, CEESI, SAL, SORORITY, MICHIGAN STATE TIX. BEDROOMS, FULL KITCHEN, BATH 2ND FLOOR. CALL 284-4324.

1035 VILLAGE DRIVE. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOMS, DINING ROOM, LIVING ROOM, LARGE YARD. CALL 232-4387.


50 YR OLD S/F MACHINIST NEEDED IN BETHEL, CT. Call 284-4324.

FOR SALE IN 3RD ED


STUDIO APARTMENT: 200 S.F., COMPLETELY REMODELED, INCLUDING E. KITCHEN, COMMON ROOM, HALL BATH, CALL LENORE 284-4818.

FOR SALE: 1974 HONDA 350CC SCOOTER. $150.00. CALL 234-3882.

TICKETS

WANT TO SELL: 2 TICKETS TO MICHIGAN STATE BASKETBALL. 284-4387.

WANTED: WANTED ANY & ALL TREASURY BILLS. CALL 234-3882.

WANTED: ARE YOU IN NEED OF A CAR? CALL 284-4321.

LOST: 2 KEYS ON COIN PURSE (50 cent pieces, normal looking), Fulfillment Place, have Met Call Paul at 232-4322.


NEED ROOMMATES TO SHARE ROOM: CALL 284-4321.
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Soviets beat U.S. in basketball

Associated Press

KOBE, Japan - A last-second long shot gave the Soviet Union a 96-93 victory over the United States for the title yesterday, while the Americans had their best day in track and field, winning three gold medals in the World University Games.

The Soviets won a total of four golds for the day - including water polo, men's epee team fencing and the women's 800-meter run, but Japan stopped them in the men's volleyball final.

Down two sets to one, Japan recovered for a 15-15, 15-17, 15-8 victory before a crowd of about 6,000, mostly ecstatic Japanese supporters.

North Korea blanked Uruguay 1-0 for the soccer gold, scoring on a header that bounced off an Uruguayan defender into the goal.

With nine gold medals left to be decided on the University Games' final day, today, the Soviets led the standings with 77 medals, including 41 golds. The United States had 61 medals, including 21 golds, and Japan and China each had six golds.

In the last games in 1983, the Soviets had 115 medals including 59 golds and the United States had 53 medals including 12 golds.

For the Americans, Mike Ramos won the demanding two-day, 10-event decathlon, Cathy Branta and Kathy Hayes placed 1-2 in the women's 3,000 meters and Clerus Clark won the men's 110-meter hurdles, with teammate Keith Talley finishing third.

Ramon, of Minnesota, Mont., overtook first-day leader Michael Neugebauer of West Germany with strong performances in the pole vault and discus. He finished with 8,071 points to 7,971 for Valter Kydevor of the Soviet Union. Neugebauer ended up third with 7,805.

Branta, of Madison, Wisconsin, won the women's 3,000 in 9 minutes, 27.5 seconds, with Hayes, of Eugene, Oregon, just behind in 9:02.92. Angela Chaisans of Canada was third in 9:03.19.

In the Soviet triumph in the women's 800, Nadesida Zvyagintseva edged Romania's Cristina Cocoloarescu, 1:59.99 to 1:59.09.

Bulgaria's Ginka Zagorcheva won the women's 100-meter hurdles in 12.71 seconds, with Soviet runner Nadezda Korshunova second.

Top seven retain spots in AP poll

Associated Press

The nation's top seven teams, none of which has played a game this season, retained their positions yes-
terday in the first regular-season As-
sociated Press college football poll. Defending national champion Brigham Young jumped from fourth to third after opening with a victory over Boise State.

Top-rated Oklahoma, which doesn't get under way until Sept. 28, received 27 of 60 first-place votes and 1,049 of a possible 1,100 points from a nationwide panel of sports writers and sportscasters.

Auburn, which entertains South-
ern Louisiana on Saturday, received 10 first-place votes and 948 points, followed by Southern Methodist with two firsts and 854

points. The Mustangs play host to Texas-El Paso on Saturday night.

Iowa retained the No. 6 spot with five first-place balls and 810 points while Florida, which visits Miami, Fla., on Saturday night, received two firsts and 735 points. One first-place vote went to sixth-place Southern California, which received 715 points. The Trojans visit Illinois on Saturday.

Seventh-place Maryland, which plays host to Penn State this weekend, received three first-place votes and 701 points.

BYU, after defeating unranked Boston College 28-14 in the Kickoff Classic, received three first-place votes and 691 points.

Rounding out the Top Ten are Ohio State, with 645 points, and Nebraska, with 640. Nebraska enters Florida State on Saturday in a national television (ABC-TV) game.

Ohio State and Nebraska were eighth and ninth in the preseason

rankings.

The Second Ten is composed of the same teams as the preseason poll except for Florida State, a No. 12 win-
ner over Tulane. The Seminoles moved from 19th place to 17th, ahead of South Carolina and Penn State. South Carolina was the only other Top Twenty team in action over the weekend. The Gamecocks crushed The Citadel 56-17.

The Second Ten consists of Ill-
inois, Washington, L.S.U., Notre Dame, Arkansas, Oklahoma State, Florida State, South Carolina, Penn State and UCLA.
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Welcome back Mac Fest

LaFortune Student Center
Thursday, Sept. 5 and Friday, Sept. 6
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

There will be Macintosh computers and a wide range of academic, curricular, and commercial soft-
ware available to see and try.

Also available is a new "Back To College" bundle!

People from Apple Computer, Think Technologies, General Micro, System Sales Associates, and the Notre Dame Computing Center will be on hand to answer questions and generally create a lot of excitement.

Stop in to see what's new for Macintosh!

This ad was created using MacDraw and the Apple LaserWriter LaserPrinter.
The first inning off Dave Dravecky and connected for a solo shot off three home runs and drove in six Dravecky in the fourth.
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singles to Joe Orsulak in the fourth inning and four more in the fourth. The Yankees, with their fourth straight victory, moved within 3.5 games of American League East-leading Toronto, which was idle.

Niekro, 14-9, extended his consecutive scoreless-inning streak to 17 before issuing bases-loaded walks to Dave Henderson and Danny Tartabull with two outs in the eighth. Dave Righter fell into Niekro.

Billy Swift, 4-9, took the loss.

Phillies, 4 Giants 3

SAN FRANCISCO - Orzie Virgil opened the 15th inning with his 18th home run of the season to lift the surging Philadelphia Phillies to their third straight victory, a 4-3 win over the San Francisco Giants yesterday.

Virgil's game-winning blast, on a 2-1 pitch from Greg Minton, 5-4, bounces high off the foul screen in left.

pitcher, pitched 3 2/3 hitless innings for the victory.

Doran's suicide squeeze bunt in the seventh. He left the game after Johnson in court documents as a "junkies,"
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Henderson singled home the tiebreaking run in the eighth inning and four more in the fourth. The Yankees, with their fourth straight victory, moved within 3.5 games of American League East-leading Toronto, which was idle.

Niekro, 14-9, extended his consecutive scoreless-inning streak to 17 before issuing bases-loaded walks to Dave Henderson and Danny Tartabull with two outs in the eighth. Dave Righter fell into Niekro.

Billy Swift, 4-9, took the loss.
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ND students take back seat to alumni for away game tix

By PHIL WOLF
Assistant Sports Editor

On Friday afternoon between 1 and 4, Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students will have the opportunity to enter a lottery for the right to purchase tickets to the Irish football team at Michigan on Sept. 14. This will be the only chance this year for students to purchase tickets for an away game through the University. The lottery will be held at the Commons desk on the first floor of LaFortune. Winners will be posted by the desk on Sunday.

A total of 6000 seats in Michigan's 101,701-seat stadium have been allocated to Notre Dame, and 200 of those tickets will be sold to students. The Irish also have access to 5000 seats in each of the other stadiums the team will visit this season, but no tickets for any other away game will be sold to students.

According to Notre Dame Ticket Manager Mike Bobinski, it has been a common practice in recent years to allocate to the student 200 tickets to a relatively close away game. The remainder of the tickets for away games are provided for alumni.

The logic behind this allocation process is that students have priority for the home games, so the alumni are given their shot to see the Irish when the team is on the road.

"The general philosophy has always been that on our campus, students get first crack at tickets," Bobinski says. "Every student that wants to can go to every home game. There is absolutely no restriction on students for home games.

"With away games, we have traditionally reserved that for the alumni, for them to get a shot to see the team near their hometown."

For the three away games on Notre Dame's schedule this year that are within reasonable traveling distance from South Bend, 16,000 tickets were allocated to the University. In addition to the 6000 tickets for the Michigan game, Notre Dame also has 5000 tickets each for the Purdue and Penn State games. The number of alumni applications for tickets far exceeds what is available.

Bobinski says that 6224 alumni applications for 12,447 tickets that some away games were turned down. In total, 7941 applications for a total of 15,982 tickets, to three home games - Michigan State, Army and USC - were rejected.

With such an overwhelming demand for tickets from Notre Dame alumni, Bobinski says that it is unlikely that students ever will have a chance for many tickets to away games. He says that in the future it may be possible, however, for students to receive up to 200 tickets for two games in those seasons - such as this year's - in which two close away games are scheduled.

Bobinski says that 6224 alumni applications for 12,447 tickets that some away games were turned down. In total, 7941 applications for a total of 15,982 tickets, to three home games - Michigan State, Army and USC - were rejected.

With such an overwhelming demand for tickets from Notre Dame alumni, Bobinski says that it is unlikely that students ever will have a chance for many tickets to away games. He says that in the future it may be possible, however, for students to receive up to 200 tickets for two games in those seasons - such as this year's - in which two close away games are scheduled.

The one game-a-year deal was working out all right when we had Purdue and Michigan State in alternating years," Bobinski says. "But when Michigan came into the picture, that kind of threw a wrench into the system because that was another relatively close away game.

The number of tickets the University grants by its opponents usually is set at 5000. The Irish provide 5000 tickets to each of the teams that play in Notre Dame Stadium, which seats 50,075. That number has been standard for most schools for years, Bobinski says.

College Football Predictions 1985

Chuck Freib

Irish Items

Hello again, everybody!

Do not clip and save this column. Read it, understand it quickly, then burn it. The contents may self destruct before you know it.

Such is the case with predictions, which tries to predict the football's national champion. However, this isn't just another prognostication.

We're going to follow through the process together, step-by-step, so you can see the method of my madness. At the end, you'll get your chance to make your own prediction and we'll see if you should be writing this column (which will most likely not be you).

First, let's get rid of any teams in exceptionally weak conferences and certain independents. That means you can wipe, with your finger, any team in the Mid-American Conference, the Missouri Valley Conference, the Pacific Coast Conference and the American Association.

None of those schools have come close to winning a national title since the flag had 48 stars.

Secondly, the national champion won't come from a significantly strong conference, either. Playing too many good teams week after week is bound to drain the strength of the team, in the long run.

So forget about any team from the Pac-10, the SEC, and the Southwest Conference. They're in contention, but they won't win.

What's left for now? The Big Ten, you say? Well, remember all those Ohio State-Michigan and Nebraska-Wisconsin "70s to decide who goes to the Rose Bowl with a shot at the national title? Ask yourself when was the last time one of those teams actually won the national title. I hope you're not in a hurry because you have to go back to 1968 to find it. The Big Ten hopes aren't any brighter in 1985.

That leaves the ACC, the Big Eight, and the WAC. Well, the ACC has Maryland and Clemson, and that's about it. Virginia and Georgia Tech are nice, but so are house plants. As for North Carolina, Wake Forest, N.C. State and Duke, it's best to wait until basketball season.

In the Big Eight, Nebraska and Oklahoma are still around, which is the good news. Oklahoma State has hope of being a top 20 team as well, but isn't in the same class. Otherwise, the rest of the Big Eight looks like it has been struck by a tornado.

Finally, the WAC is held up by Brigham Young and Air Force. Unfortunately, it's brought down by schools like Texas El Paso and Colorado State. Yeah, some real powerhouses there, folks. That conference is about as barren as the Mojave desert.

In each of those situations, the conference champ only has one big conference opponent. That's because, usually, the national champion has to worry about the non-conference schedule.

So, let's look at the strength of schedule. If the Irish are able to start your season, you can start weeding out independents. You think Notre Dame can get through its schedule undefeated? Yeah, right. For the same reason, you won't see any independent teams participating in the ACC or Big Eight. They're all too busy beating up on one another.

As far as the remaining two conferences, Oklahoma plays SMU, Texas and Miami besides Nebraska. No matter how smart the Air Force, you can wave goodbye to any team from the WAC.

That leaves us with five teams and takes us to the next step in the process - the cowl of the national magazine. When was the last time Sport, Sports Illustrated or The Sporting News correctly predicted the national champion? I don't know, either, but they haven't done it once in the 1980s.

Therefore, there's no reason to expect this perfect track record to be broken. Maryland was picked No. 1 by Sport magazine, so you can feel the trap door open underneath the Terrapins.

The next theory is the curse of the defending champion. College football is like the NBA because no champion ever repeats. Sorry BYU, but your national championship soon will be history.

We now are left with three teams: Air Force, Clemson and Nebraska. Air Force is good, but the Falcons are certainly not a national championship team. For Clemson ... well, cheaters never prosper. Thus, the Irish items pick for the national champion is (tremendously, please note) Oklahoma State.

This, however, is by no means gospel. This prediction comes from the same man who said the Cubs would win the NL East and Miami would win the Super Bowl last year. That's why the door is left open to you, the readers. Send your pick and the reasons for it to Irish Items.

The Observer. We'll take a look at them and print the results at the end of the year.

Pick of the Week...

For five seasons, the Notre Dame volleyball program has toiled in relative obscurity, playing St. Francis (PA), Slippery Rock, and IUPU-Ft. Wayne. Those days are over.

The curtain rises on the 1985 volleyball season Friday night, and this time the Bobcats are the highly-ranked Kentucky Wildcats. Are Lambert's squad is young and inexperienced, but they have talent. The question is: Can the Irish play and beat the best?

An answer may come Friday night at 7 p.m. Come out to the ACC and see if the Irish spikers can get Kentucky fired.